Sticky Bun Mystery Solved!

After three days of receiving riddles and finding clues to solve the sticky bun case, it has finally been solved. The Camp Nazareth sticky buns have found and the culprits were none other than Counselors Stephen, Matt, and Catherine. It remains unknown what possible motives they would have to do such a thing as stealing the sticky buns. After three incidents where the sticky buns have gone missing, we can all truly understand how important this breakfast treat is to the Camp Nazareth community.

“…And I by my works will show you my faith.”
- James 2:18

Campers enjoying the Jurassic Adventure event Wednesday evening.
THEOLOGY REVIEW
“We know and are convinced that falling away from the Church, whether into schism, heresy, or sectarianism, is complete perdition and spiritual death. For us there is no Christianity outside of the Church.”
~ St. Hilarion Troitsky

The fauna of the wooded areas around Camp.

Like Camp Nazareth on Facebook and keep yourself up to date on Camp Nazareth news and events by visiting www.campnazareth.org

Older campers enjoying a game of 9-Square in the pool.
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